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IMMEDIATE DIP HONG SITE MEXI 6353

KAPOL CHONVEST

PER MEXI 6345 (IN 30934)

1. LITEMPO 2 INFORMED STATION THAT IMPOSSIBLE GET
WAITER FOR STFADDLESS 6 IN LESS THAN "MONTHS" UNLESS HE
TRAVELLING UNDER DIPLOMATIC PASSPORT OR COS PERSONNALLY
REQUESTS WAITER AND HIS TRUE NAME APPEARS ON WAITER REQUEST AS
FORMAL GUARANTOR. IN LATTER CASE STFADDLESS 6 WOULD BE IMMEDIATELY
COMPROMISED TO MANY ELEMENTS OF GOV AS OF INTEREST TO MURAKI.

2. COS WILLING ACT AS GUARANTOR IF HIS DESIRES, BUT SINCE
NOT AWARE DETAILS CASE AND PARTICULARLY NEED
PROTECT S/6's SECURITY, WILL NOT TAKE ANY ACTION UNTIL
HIS ADVISES.
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